The Isolation of Plant Organelles and Structures in the Post-genomic Era.
In this chapter, we provide an overview of the techniques and approaches used in the isolation of plant organelles and structures. This overview shows there is a great diversity of methods currently used for the initial physical disruption of plant tissue before the downstream isolation of a target cellular component. These include hand grinding, high-speed mechanical disruption, and enzymatic digestion of cell walls by a variety of methods. Coupled to these disruption techniques is a wide array of additives included as ingredients in extraction solutions to minimize chemical or physical damage that may occur to target components. These additives are collated into a table outlining their function. We also provide an introduction to some of the history of common approaches used for the isolation plant organelles and structures and a synopsis of the methods used by researchers for assessment of the purity of their isolated structures. This chapter therefore provides an introduction to the following chapters that document the methodology for the isolation of individual plant organelles or structures.